Observations and processing of cometary spectra
High and middle-resolution optical spectra of comets obtained with long-slit spectroscopy allow to (1) calculate some physical parameters of the cometary neutral atmosphere (escape velocities of the gas in the coma, lifetime of particles, etc.) (2) search for new cometary emission lines, (3) estimate parameters of gas and dust activity of the comet nucleus, (4) detect the cometary luminescence continuum of non-solar nature (Churyumov et al. 1994; Churyumov et al. 1999; Churyumov et al., 2002; Picazzio et al., 2002; Picazzio et al., 2006; Chubko et al., 2009) .
The spectra of comets 9P/Tempel 1 and 37P/Forbes were observed at Observatório do Pico dos Dias (LNA -Laboratório Nacional de Astrofísica), Brasópolis (Brazil) during 3-5 July 2005 with the Cassegrain spectrograph using a 900/500 grating, attached to the Perkin & Elmer 1.6-m telescope of LNA. 
Physical parameters of comets 9P/Tempel 1, C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) and 37P/Forbes
In order to determine some physical parameters of the gaseous components of the neutral cometary atmosphere (the gas component expansion u and the lifetime of the particles τ ) we constructed a photometric profile for the C 2 , C 3 , and CN emission lines along the slit for comets 9P/Tempel 1 and 37P/Forbes (Fig. 1) . Then the obtained monochromatic profiles were processed by Shul'man's model. Within this model the surface brightness was determined through the following formulas (Shul'man, 1970) :
where I(ρ, ϕ + π) and I(ρ, ϕ) represent the brightness surface of emission line along slit, ρ, ϕ are polar coordinates on the picture plane with the polar axis directed to the Sun,
g is the characteristic scale of the spherical symmetry region, u is the expansion velocity, g is the acceleration of molecules in the gravity field of the Sun, ϕ is an angle between the z axis and g-vector, K 0 (y) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
The physical parameters of the neutral gaseous molecules C 2 (5165Å), C 3 (4050Å), CN (4200Å) (velocity of expansion, lifetime and scale length of parent and daughter molecules) are given in the Table 1 .
From Table 1 we see that the measured expansion velocities of the C 2 , C 3 and CN molecules in the coma of the three comets diverge noticeably from the gas expansion velocity determined by Delsemme's formula
which gives equal velocities for all molecules at the same heliocentric distance. 
Search and detection of cometary luminescence continuum in spectra of comets C/2004 Q2 (Machholz), 9P/Tempel 1 and 37P/Forbes
A luminescence continuum was detected for the first time in the spectrum of comet 1P/Halley by G. Nazarchuk, who found two broad features with a maximum of intensity near 3950Å and 5100Å . They were part of the scattered solar continuum. Such a phenomenon is connected with the presence of an additional component of a continuous spectrum in cometary radiation. The source of this additional radiation could be the luminescence of organic cometary particles. Hence the spatial distribution of this source should have a very strong concentration close to the comet nucleus. To summarize: a cometary spectrum I com consists of three components:
where I e is the cometary emission spectrum, I s is the solar spectrum reflected by cometary dust, I l is the cometary luminescent continuum. Spectral regions with no strong emission lines (I e = 0) are selected for the determination of the level of a luminescent continuum. In these regions of the spectrum it is accepted, that the level of a luminescent continuum does not vary. Thus, for the selected regions of a cometary spectrum it is possible to accept
where I com (λ) is the known solar spectrum which is calculated taking into account the spectral resolution of cometary spectrum, its discontinuity, k, is the factor which characterizes the reflective ability of the cometary dust, and l is the intensity of the luminescent continuum. In practice the parameters k and l are selected such that the best agreement to a region of the cometary continuum is obtained. The given technique was used for studying a luminescent continuum in the spectra of comets C/2004 Q2 Machholz, 9P/Tempel 1 and 37P/Forbes (Fig.2) .
The maximum of a luminescent continuum for comet C/2004 Q2 Machholz is close to 6300Å (Churyumov, 1999; . In this region its intensity reaches 46% of the total cometary continuum. 
Conclusion
The gas component expansion u and the lifetime of the particles in the comae of comets 9P/Tempel 1, C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) and 37P/Forbes are calculated. The spectra of these comets show evidence for a luminescent cometary continuum which may be connected to the luminescence of organic species in cometary dust particles (e.g. CHON -particles).
